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CONCLUSIVE EVIDENCE 

By Mark Nutter 

EXERCISE DETRIMENTAL TO YOUR HEALTH 

A recent study has refuted previous claims that aerobic exercise promotes health. This 
study, performed over a three-day period by Dr. H. J. Chattergee and Dr. V. K. Chandra, both 
of the University of Michigan, proves conclusively that physical activity leads to disaster.  

On Day One, the subjects of the study (Ed Huber of Frankfort, Illinois) were required to jog 
one mile. After fifty yards, the subjects (Ed) stumbled and fell headfirst onto the test track, 
receiving a minor concussion.  

On Day Two, the subjects (Ed again) returned, and a heated argument with Drs. Chattergee 
and Chandra ensued. After being reminded he was being paid good money for the study, 
the subjects were shoved back onto the test track. This time, Ed stumbled after only six 
yards, receiving a second concussion on the other side of his head. The evidence was 
suggestive, but more testing was required.  

On Day Three, Ed was hoisted out of his hospital bed by four orderlies and carried back to 
the track, where his legs were alternately lifted and planted in front of him by Drs. 
Chattergee and Chandra, in an attempt to simulate jogging. This time Ed traveled thirteen 
yards before collapsing onto the ground, screaming, “I hate science!”  

Based on these results, aerobic exercise is not recommended; also not recommended is 
further study of aerobic exercise with Ed Huber.   

*** 

EXCESSIVE ALCOHOL CONSUMPTION WILL NOT AFFECT YOUR ABILITY TO DRIVE A 
MOTOR VEHICLE  

Drinking eight twelve-ounce beers before getting behind the wheel will have no effect on 
your reaction time, a recent study shows.  

The subjects of the study (Ed Huber) consumed eight cans of beer during a twelve-minute 
period, afterward declaring, “Let’s do some shots!” as foam dribbled down his chin. He was 
then escorted to his 2010 Chevy Malibu by Dr. S. P. Ramanujan of Stanford University, who 
reminded Ed that the study’s budget covered only domestic beer, and not Jameson Irish 
Whiskey.  
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Ed denied feeling any effects from the alcohol, explaining that his attempt to French kiss                  
Dr. Ramanujan was because the doctor had rich full lips and didn’t make him jog.  

Assurances that he would not hit or run over anything were given by the subject before 
starting his car, sideswiping a dumpster, and flattening a chokeberry bush.  

At the termination of his journey, in the driveway of Ed’s home, an inspection of the front 
bumper revealed bits of mud, moss, ceramic tile, pizza dough, barbed wire, and animal fur. 
Ed asserted that these bits were there before he got in the car.  

“Lesh do shome shots,” Ed repeated, as his head dropped forward onto the steering wheel.  

A control group (Ed’s younger brother, Dave Huber) was pulled over and arrested after 
only five beers. Ed regained consciousness, declared “Dave’s a lightweight,” then vomited 
on the passenger seat.  

*** 

 

CAUSE OF AGING PINPOINTED IN RECENT STUDY  

New data now confirms the single greatest factor contributing to the aging process is 
talking on the phone to Janice.  

All subjects (Ed) were monitored for seven common signs of aging, then compared with the 
control group (Dave).  

Beginning in the opening seconds of the phone conversation (“What is it now, Janice?”) and 
continuing for five minutes (“How many times do we have to go over this?”), wrinkles 
appeared on the subject’s face at the rate of one every 3.4 seconds. Age spots on the hands 
appeared at the eight-minute mark (“You know what you are? You’re a vampire.”). After 
nineteen minutes (“Take the flat screen TV. See if I care.”), the subject ended the 
conversation at the sudden onset of incontinence.  

Dave, although not on the phone with Janice, displayed identical symptoms. He explained, “I 
was all the way in the next room and I could still hear them.”  

*** 
 

STUDIES SHOW IT IS POSSIBLE TO BECOME SMARTER 

You can easily boost you intelligence the way Ed Huber does by following the simple steps 
he described in a recent interview:  
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“Trust your instincts.”  

“Don’t listen to scientists, even though they think they’re so smart.”  

“Don’t agree to do anything scientists ask you to do, even if they offer you money, because 
in the end it’s more grief than it’s worth.”  

“Don’t read books, especially the ones written by know-it-all scientists.”  

“It’s best not to read any books at all written by anybody, scientists or otherwise.”  

“If someone gives you a book as a gift, say, ‘No thanks, I’m already smart.’”  

“If you have a relative who’s a scientist (I don’t but maybe you do), don’t invite them to 
Thanksgiving, because they will dominate dinner with their know-it-all science talk.”  

“Don’t try to kiss scientists, because they’ll only break your heart.”  

“Tell Dr. C. V. Rajneesh and Dr. S. P. Ramanujan to stop looking at me with those know-it-all 
faces and writing stuff in their notebooks.”  

*** 
 

STUDY SHOWS THAT STUDIES ARE UNRELIABLE 

A recent scientific study proves that scientific studies prove nothing, especially when the 
subject is Ed Huber. This study of studies was conducted by Dave Huber, who revealed that 
Ed always had a real bad attitude toward scientists ever since he was a kid. Dave Huber 
proposed repeating the studies with himself as the subject, for more money. Dave insisted 
the results obtained would be reliable, and would also be a way to get back at Ed for all the 
swirlies he gave Dave in their toilet bowl back at the house.  

*** 

 




